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MORRIS MEN BY DB MORGAN

TITLES OVER...

INT. A TV NEWS STUDIO

Rear screen footage of a traditional white clad Morris 
dancing side. They entertain a village fete. Colourful, slow 
paced. A bit dull.

FEMALE NEWS READER
(upbeat mood)

So, let’s not rush to crack out the 
sun cream this weekend Harriet. 
(Pause) In other news, Think you 
know about Morris dancing. Well, 
apparently its not all about white 
woolen outfits, bells and ribbons 
these days. As this footage from a 
Clacton-on-Sea nightspot is about 
to show. But please, viewer 
discretion, as there might be some 
footage some viewers may find 
disturbing. Our man in the field, 
Ian Collins is here to tell you 
more.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE ROYAL HOTEL IN CLACTON-ON-SEA - EVENING

Bleak early Spring in the coastal town. 

FIELD REPORTER
(excitedly upbeat)

That’s right Alison. And it’s a 
fascinating one, I can tell you. If 
you’re having your tea you might 
want to put your knife and fork 
down for a moment. (Pause) I’m here 
with St. Osyth resident, Debbie 
Ward. Hello Debbie.



2.

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS
Hi. 

FIELD REPORTER
So, in your own words tell us about 
last Friday.

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS
(totally camera shy)

We was, erm. My nan moved down from 
The Isle of Dogs a few years back 
and me and my boyfriend come and 
stay in her caravan loads. 

The Field reporter hangs off her every word. Impatient to get 
to the footage.

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
And, erm... It’s the start of the 
season so we come into town to have 
a bowl and see what’s going down. 
And we erm...

THe field reporter places his hand on her shoulder.

FIELD REPORTER
Let me stop you there, Debbie. 

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS
Denny. It’s Denny.

FIELD REPORTER
(excitedly)

Ok, let’s erm. Roll the footage.

A vertical view from mobile phone footage, blacked off on 
either side with the TV news logo.

We hear the familiar sounds of the fairground, interspersed 
with live folk music and lots of bell jangling. 

A small child rides on a fairground roundabout. Filmed badly 
by her Mum.

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS
Smile Courtney. I just paid three 
quid for this. (pause) Wave to 
Mummy. And one for Nan Nan.

The child waves into the camera, craning her neck towards the 
music. The phone scans around, showcasing Clacton promenade 
and a small crowd watching a non-traditional Morris dancing 
display. 
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The Morris dancers all wear black, with tattered shreds of 
black ribbon, top hats plumed with peacock feathers and 
silver steampunk accessories. Their faces are all either 
blacked out or masked. They skip and crash their sticks 
together, whooping in time with the folk music. 

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
(Her face into the phone)

That’s a bit of you Nan, that is.

Sudden gasping from passers-by as raucous shouting, lots of 
swearing, and crashing fills the air. The camera phone spins 
to the front decking of the pub across the road. 

A large group of football thugs fight on the veranda. Chair 
throwing, openly fighting in the daylight as several families 
with small children cower in the corners.

A security guard is knocked out. Staff are pushed back inside 
as the fight swells. 

The sound of bells increases, together with loud footsteps 
running. The camera phone spins round to capture three Morris 
Dancers rushing to the scene. 

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
Oh my god... Fucckkk. (bleeped out) 

The phone tracks them as they leap onto the pub balcony - 
overt jumps in a distinctive parkour and martial art style. 

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
Oh my god... oh my god... Fucckkk 
(bleeped out) 

Within ten seconds the entire group of fighters have been 
dispatched with intense stick fighting brutality and martial 
arts skill... as Debbie continues to be bleeped out. 

The Morris dancers jog back across the street as the camera 
phone witnesses the carnage aftermath. 

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE THE ROYAL HOTEL IN CLACTON-ON-SEA - EVENING

The Field Reporter is speechless. Playing it up into the 
camera. He hand-mimes to Debbie his pure bewilderment.

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS
And they just walked off. Gone. Mad 
innit. Like all Waagghh (mimics 
Bruce Lee) and then ghosts. 

(MORE)
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DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
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Four (beat) five ambulances I 
reckon. But then I realized I’d 
left Courtney on the roundabout.

The reporter raises his eyebrows to the camera. 

FIELD REPORTER
Back to you, Allison, in the 
studio.

CUT TO:

INT. A TV NEWS STUDIO

FEMALE NEWS READER
(speechless)

Sometimes you’ve just got to let 
the pictures do the talking. 
Incredible. 

CUT TO:

INT. A SMALL VW CAMPER VAN - SIMULTANIOUSLY 

A small TV continues the story. We watch through the bare 
legs of a man and his flip flops. He eats cereal noisily from 
a bowl. A money pot next to the telly marked: ‘college’.

NEWS READER
The Tendring border Morris guild 
declined to comment on the 
incident, stating only that they 
were not involved in the 
altercation, and pointing out there 
were several other regional troups 
in town last weekend for the spring 
carnival festivities. Tendring 
police are appealing for any 
witnesses to come forward by 
calling the station directly or 
contacting the local Crime-stoppers 
on 0-1-2-5-5...   

He tosses the bowl in the sink and flicks of the TV.

CUT TO:

DEBBIE WARD - WITNESS (CONT'D)
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EXT. CLACTON TOWN STREETS - NIGHT

TOMMY FEERMAN (late twenties, athletic slim.) skateboards 
down the deserted nighttime streets. He wears a hoodie, 
shorts and flip flops. He leads a small dog behind him. 

TOMMY FEERMAN
What’s that? Aaah... The trick to 
ravioli is in the flour you see. 
Doppio zero. 

He calls back to the dog.

Come on. Two more miles then we’re 
done. It’s a bastard to find but no 
other flour’ll do. Silky. And the 
umami (beat) that’s mouth feel to 
you and me... Perfecto aldente. 

Tommy kisses his fingers, Italiano style.

He passes a club, where several doorman violently throw out 
two men, clearly off their faces on drugs. He expertly 
sideboards the action, crossing the street in good time.

He weaves his board down ARCADE ROW, where the lights 
illuminate his path.

Crossing the street and framed by the SEASIDE ORNAMENTAL 
GARDENS as he boards along the coastal promenade.

Tommy grinds his board across a park bench and swerves down a 
ramp to the sea wall. He drops his body and glides down the 
hill, as the dog runs along behind. 

Passing CLACTON PIER, grandly illuminated again the murky 
sea, Tommy slows his board as he notices a couple of unsavory 
people in front, lurking in the shadows.  

He approaches A COUPLE OF DRUG ADDICTS, huddling in the 
seafront shelters and stumbling onto the promenade. Tommy 
looks at them with pity, whilst giving them a cautious wide 
berth.

ADDICT 1
Spare a couple of pound please.

Tommy stops on the board. 

TOMMY FEERMAN
How about a brew ... or a sandwich. 
Have a sandwich.
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ADDICT 1
(disgusted)

Money! 

TOMMY FEERMAN
I’m not going to do that (beat) 
mate. Go home. Go look after your 
kid.

ADDICT 1
Two... three quid (mocking) mate.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Coffee and a subway! Yeah?

ADDICT 2
What. Got no money but a pocket 
overflowing with fucking 
sandwiches!

Tommy mounts his board and continues.

ADDICT 1
Smug prick. I know you, Tommy 
Feerman. 

Tommy pauses on his board - carefully out of danger.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Ooh, and I know you pal! I know 
you’ve got a missus at home, crying 
herself to sleep at night cowering 
from the next bailiff visit (beat) 
or hiding her milk tokens away so 
you don't swap them for a wrap of 
fucking crack. Ooh, I know you too.  

ADDICT 1
(raging)

Three fucking quid. 

Tommy rides away.

ADDICT 1 (CONT'D)
(ranting rage)

You hear me Tommy fucking Feerman. 
Mug. Condescending cunt.

CUT TO:
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EXT. CLACTON SEAFRONT. SILHOUETTED AGAINST THE NIGHT SKY 

Tommy skates along the seafront. Fast. The dog runs along 
behind. 

Tommy kicks up his board and bombs up the steps next to the 
pier.

He glues a flyer to the bulletin board. 

‘Dog jogger’ no dog too fast. 
Negotiable hourly rates. Call Tommy on...’

As Tommy pastes the flyer he knocks off a leaflet... 
‘Missing. Lucy Wilson. 12 years old.’ A selfie photo of the 
young girl. He pastes it back and notices several other 
missing girl photos, next to a Crime-stoppers poster.

TOMMY FEERMAN
(To the dog)

World’s turned to bollocks my 
friend. It’ll take more than a 
fancy poster to turn this shit show 
around.

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET LAMP LIT STREET

Tommy speeds up on his board and grinds a kerb. The dog 
follows happily.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Right then soppy bollocks... let’s 
see what you’ve got left in the 
tank.

Tommy speeds off down the road like an olympian.

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE CHURCH COMMUNITY CENTRE

Stones spray as Tommy grinds to a halt.

The dog immediately lies on the grass - panting. Tommy 
ruffles the dogs fur and plays with it.

TOMMY FEERMAN
You, my fluffy friend, need to cut 
down on the old frankfurters. And 
I’ll be telling yer mam that too. 
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Light floods from the community centre as the doors open.

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
To be continued! 

Tommy ruffles the dog playfully and rises. 

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
Best behaviour, you.

Tommy pulls a collapsible water bowl from his backpack and 
lays it down for the dog.  He fills it from a bottle of water 
and the dog dives in. He pours water into his hands and 
ruffles it through his hair.

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
How am I looking? Rocking the I’m 
not desperate look?

The dog ignores him.

A group of cheerily mumbling people file out of the centre, 
all carrying smart sports bags and sticks. The air is filled 
with the tinkering of bells.

Tommy watches the group with interest.

They pass and leave. He waits with the dog as the lights go 
out one by one. Finally, a girl, SALLY HARDING - small, sexy 
and visually out of place - walks out, accompanying a smartyl 
dressed elderly gent.

Tommy leaps to his feet.

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
(to the dog)

Desperate? Get out of here, you. 

He takes a step towards them. 

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
(back to the dog)

I’m keen. Actively keen... and 
there’s a difference.

Tommy approaches the duo.

EXT. STREET OUTSIDE THE CHURCH COMMUNITY CENTRE

Sally places the sports bag and sticks in the man’s fancy 
official looking car, closes the boot and waves him off.
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TOMMY FEERMAN
Thought I’d ermmm... pop by. Last 
run of the day. 

Sally stands awkwardly. She pulls her fringe down to cover a 
bruise on her forehead.

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
Walk you home?

Sally seems mildly taken aback.

SALLY HARDING
Why?

Tommy scuffs his feet awkardly.

TOMMY FEERMAN
(uncomfortable)

Coz ermm... A real life human to 
talk to. Only so much mindless 
bullshit this one’ll put up with. 

He points to the panting dog.

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
I made you something. 

He pulls out a small paper bag from his pocket. Sally takes 
the package and opens it. 

SALLY HARDING
(warming)

You bought me food.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Uh-Uh. I brought you ravioli! 

Sally picks up her bag and spins on the spot before taking a 
pace away.

SALLY HARDING
You brought me ravioli?

TOMMY FEERMAN
(exhales/relaxes a bit)

I made you ravioli. 
(waves his hands to her)

With these awkward little fuckers.

Sally walks way. Tommy stands, rooted to the spot. He rubs 
his face and we observe his emotional discomfort.
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SALLY HARDING
Well come on then! Don’t want my 
ravioli to get cold.

Tommy springs towards the dog and gathers his possessions 
eagerly.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE BEACH LEADING UNDER CLACTON PIER

Tommy walks slowly alongside Sally and the dog. He holds his 
board underarm.

They walk in silence for a moment. Sally eats the ravioli.

SALLY HARDING
I get it ... you’re a feeder!

TOMMY FEERMAN
Am not.

SALLY HARDING
Anyone would think you’re trying to 
fatten me up. What was it last 
time. Scotch egg? 

TOMMY FEERMAN
Scotched quail’s egg. (trailing 
off) with Tuscan black truffle oil. 

Sally laughs and nudges him playfully.

SALLY HARDING
You’re wasted at that place (beat) 
washing pots.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Portering (beat) please. They’ll 
get what I’m about (pause) soon 
enough. 

They walk in silence for a moment. Tommy throws a stick for 
the dog. Sally passes a piece of ravioli to Tommy’s mouth. 

SALLY HARDING
Why are you doing this, Tommy?

Tommy savors the mouthful - holding his finger up to pause 
the chat.

10.
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TOMMY FEERMAN
He’s faster over sand and the stick 
plays havoc with my teeth.

SALLY HARDING
God. Always the joker. 

TOMMY FEERMAN
You don’t like me serious. 

SALLY HARDING
I like everything that’s you.

Sally pops a handstand and hand-walks along the beach.

Tommy sits on the beach and calls the dog in to him. He feeds 
it the remaining piece of his ravioli.

Sally hand-walks back to him and flicks back to her feet. 

TOMMY FEERMAN
When I get serious with you my eyes 
do this spazzy, twitchy thing and I 
forget all my fancy words.

Sally pulls him to his feet.

SALLY HARDING
Like you know any fancy words. But 
seriously... why do you do it? 
This.

Sally takes the stick and throws it for the dog.

TOMMY FEERMAN
My life’s not the most (beat) 
interesting. You may have noticed.
And the thought of living it 
without you in it... 

Tommy adjusts her fringe and notices the bruise. He lightly 
traces his finger over it. 

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
...without knowing you. All about 
you. Seeing you. Coz, that’s just 
too much for the brain. 

Sally embraces Tommy and nestles her face into his chest. 

SALLY HARDING
(soft/intense sadness)

If I loved you... 
(MORE)
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SALLY HARDING (CONT'D)
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If I allowed that (beat) everything 
around me crumbles. Everything 
precious to me becomes (pause) I’m 
no good for you Tommy.

TOMMY FEERMAN
But why?  

SALLY HARDING
(emotionally worn out)

We’re not doing this again.

TOMMY FEERMAN
(sad frustration)

Then tell me why?

SALLY HARDING
I can’t.

Tommy stares out to sea, watching the flow of the tide.

SALLY HARDING (CONT'D)
(angrily)

Yet you keep on coming back!

They share eye contact for a moment. Both show a deep 
sadness.

TOMMY FEERMAN
Without you (beat) there’s nothing.

Tommy rubs his eye. 

TOMMY FEERMAN (CONT'D)
See, you’ve made my eyes do that 
twitchy, leaky thing now.

Sally reaches up and wipes his eyes.

SALLY HARDING
(softly)

I love you too. I love you too, 
Tommy. 

(whispering)
And that’s why I can’t be with you.

She places her hand in his and they walk slowly along the 
beach, with the dog in tow.

She nestles into his side as they walk.

SALLY HARDING (CONT'D)
Please don’t hurt over me. 

SALLY HARDING (CONT'D)
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FADE OUT.

EXT. THE KING’S HEAD PUB - AFTERNOON

A traditional out of town pub. Sally’s Morris dance group 
perform in the car park, to a reasonably sized crowd.

They perform an energetic stick dance for 3 minutes - a 
lively four piece folk band perform.

CUT TO:

INT. THE KING’S HEAD PUB

Over the shoulder of the barman, a thick set, 6-foot plus 
shoulder!

Through the window we see the performance continuing. TWO 
THUGGISH MEN face the bartender. One sips from a pint and 
slides a package across to the bartender.

The bartender, LANDLORD FRANK, squeezes the package and sucks 
in air.

THUG #1
It’s all there.

Landlord Frank leans into him.

LANDLORD FRANK
(smarmily)

And why wouldn’t it be!

His eye is taken by a family in the corner of the pub, by the 
window. Their young child climbs onto the table and places 
his palms against the window to watch the Morris dancers.

Frank whistles loudly across to the table.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
Get your brat off my fucking table. 
People gotta eat off that!
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The mother pulls the shocked child from the table, who 
nestles into her crying.

The child’s father is clearly taken aback.

KIDS FATHER
Alright. There’s no need to scare 
the boy.

LANDLORD FRANK
(patronisingly)

What?

KIDS FATHER
Shouting. Is that really necessary.

LANDLORD FRANK
(scoffing to the thugs)

Shouting! He thinks I shouted at 
the little fucker. Keep your kid 
off my furniture, or I’ll show you 
what shouting really is. Drink up. 
Fuck off. You’re not welcome.

Her shakes his head to the two thugs as the Mum and Dad 
hurriedly finish their drinks.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE KING’S HEAD PUB - SHORTLY AFTER

The music is more energetic and the dancing has evolved into 
a more complex stick and longsword dance. Plenty of whooping 
as the crowd is well entertained.

Sally stands at a nearby table and drinks eagerly from a 
glass, clearly hot and tired. Her black mask rests on the 
table.

One of the dancers ROB ELLIS (44 - TALL, STOCKY AND BEARDED 
STEAMPUNK TYPE with a black painted face) leaves the dance 
and grabs her hand. Sally necks the last of her drink and 
follows him back.

ROB ELLIS
(shouting into her ear 
over the music)

You’re a lightweight!

SALLY HARDING
(Craning to hear)

What?

14.
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ROB ELLIS
Thought you were hardcore.

SALLY HARDING
Strong words, Grandad.

Sally grabs a pair of sticks and joins the dance. She weaves 
around Rob effortlessly, knocking her sticks against his, but 
this time clearly in a more martial arts style. He laughs 
playfully as his sticks won’t connect with her, or her 
sticks.

Their footwork morphs between traditional Morris dance and 
Capoeira martial arts. The music swells and their ferocity 
grows, as the rest of the Morris group stand back and clap 
the duo on.

This is clearly unlike any Morris dance ever seen before.

The music ends and the crowd cheer. Rob lifts Sally into the 
air and presents her to the clapping crowd.

CUT TO:

INT. THE KING’S HEAD PUB - LATER

Rob stands at the bar as a PRETTY YOUNG BARMAID cleans the 
bar. She has a fading black eye and stitching on her lip. She 
smiles to him.

ROB ELLIS
What did you think?

BARMAID
Not my cup of tea love.

He seems genuinely upset by her comment.

Frank calls through from the back.

LANDLORD FRANK
Nikki?

BARMAID
(a slight flinch)

What?

LANDLORD FRANK
Send him through.

She nods her head to the door behind the bar.
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BARMAID
(mocking)

His lordship awaits.

CUT TO:

INT. THE KING’S HEAD PUB KITCHEN

Landlord Frank sits at the kitchen table running notes 
through a counting machine. A crystal decanter of Whisky and 
a couple of glasses frame him.

Rob’s cold to the man and hands him an invoice. Frank opens 
the invoice and whistles.

LANDLORD FRANK
Huh. Don’t only look like 
highwaymen then. I can feel the tip 
of your dagger on my temple.

He looks up at Rob.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
I’m not paying that.

ROB ELLIS
(shrugging)

It was agreed.

LANDLORD FRANK
Well I’m un-agreeing it. You hardly 
pulled a fucking crowd. 

He stares into Rob’s eyes, happily anticipating a debate. 

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
120!

ROB ELLIS
It’s 240.

LANDLORD FRANK
And you’re lucky for that. Council 
mums on the J2O hardly gonna fill 
my tills (beat) boy.

Rob flattens out the invoice on the table, pointing to the 
fee. The two men share eye contact for a moment.

Landlord Frank counts out £240, slow and deliberately, and 
places it into Rob’s hand - still staring into his eyes - 
holding his hand clasped, dominantly, over Rob’s.
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Rob flicks his hand free and smiles calmly into Frank’s face. 

ROB ELLIS
It’s been a pleasure.

He walks away, leaving Frank at the table, clenching his jaw 
with anger.

Landlord Frank shrugs off the ‘injustice’, opens another 
package and runs the notes through the counting machine.

A knock on the door and another Man enters the kitchen. AN 
EVEN NASTIER LOOKING THUG.

LANDLORD FRANK
Another cunt out the woodwork to 
rob me blind.

The man sits on the edge of the table and slides an envelope 
across. He Leans across the table and turns the book around 
to see. 

Landlord Frank turns it back.

The man takes a glass and pours himself a drink from the 
whisky decanter. Mid pour, Frank lowers the decanter and 
places the top back on.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
Black Bowmore! Grand a shot. 
(pause) Savour it. 

Frank takes the envelope and flicks through the contents as 
the thug necks the whisky. Frank stares at him with distaste. 
He places the money in the counter and checks it.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
Book!

He snaps his fingers to the man, who tosses a small black 
book across the table.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
Randall Blake. Remember him.

THUG #2
Know the name.

LANDLORD FRANK
Seen him lately.

He runs his fingers down the pages of the small black book. 
The thug sniffs and shrugs.
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LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
No-one has. You keep a neat ledger, 
boy. I like that. Precision. That’s 
the mark of a man. Alongside 
integrity.

Frank slides the book back to the thug.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
Randall had precision to his work. 
But integrity (beat) well, that’s a 
different matter all together.

Landlord Frank rises and crosses to a large catering oven 
range. He lights a gas hob.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
We liked Randall. But then he got 
(beat) clever. Come over here boy. 
A neat, organized ledger. 
Subterfuge for a (beat) for a 
multitude of skulduggeries. Give me 
your hand.

The thug passes Frank his hand.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
So WE both know, you and me, the 
precision of your ledger is playing 
sleight of hand to a discrepancy or 
two.

Frank takes the Thug’s hand and holds it a few inches above 
the heat zone.

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)
So I’ll ask you once. Two and a 
half grand out (beat) but the 
ledger’s balanced. 

He grips the thug’s hand tighter. He’s clearly scared.

THUG #2
It’s not how it looks. 

He fights to pull his hand away but Frank’s holding fast.

THUG #2 (CONT'D)
There’s this geezer. He’s alright.

Landlord Frank slowly lowers his hand over the flame.
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THUG #2 (CONT'D)
(getting nervous)

Alright! He’s family. A cousin. His 
missus is sick. They’re in all 
puddles of shit.

The hand lowers.

THUG #2 (CONT'D)
He swears me. He’s good. I’ve given 
him space to come good.

The hand lowers.

THUG #2 (CONT'D)
She’s got fucking breast cancer 
Frank. He’ll pay. I promise.

We see the pain beginning to etch into the man’s face.

THUG #2 (CONT'D)
I promise Frank. Please.

Landlord Frank releases the thug’s hand and the man plunges 
it under the cold tap.

LANDLORD FRANK
He’ll pay or you will. Family or 
not. Understand! Or do I need to 
send the Beast round there to 
educate you in the subtle arts of 
intimidation.

THUG #2
(without a beat)

No! I’ll take care of it. You have 
my word.

Frank lightens up and claps his hands together.

LANDLORD FRANK
Nice one. Don’t you just hate it 
when things get all (beat) gloomy. 
It’s just uncomfortable. (pause) In 
my own gaff too.

THUG #2
Sorry Frank.

He walks away.

LANDLORD FRANK
(suddenly remembering 
something)

(MORE)
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LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)

20.

Oh, Before you go. Randall Blake! I 
hear they cut his tongue out and 
sent it to his mum. And his dick to 
his wife. Nasty business. The rest 
just went to landfill... 
apparently. Integrity Stephen. It’s 
pretty much everything. Tada.

We close on a tight C/U of Frank’s cold, discompassionate 
eyes.

FADE OUT.

INT. CLACTON TOWN HALL - EVENING

We travel through the town hall - a stately building steeped 
with British tradition.

INT. CLACTON TOWN HALL - MEETING ROOM

The elderly man from the Morris Dancing club, ANTHONY FERRIS-
BLYTHE, stands alongside another immaculately suited man.

In front of them, a TWENTY-SOMETHING WOMAN sits in a chair. 
She sobs into her hand as the elderly man passes her a 
tissue.

ANTHONY FERRIS-BLYTHE
Would you care for a handkerchief 
young lady.

She sniffs up the sobs and shakes her head.

A KINDLY FEMALE COUNCILLOR brings a cup of tea to the young 
woman.

The young woman, KIRSTY FINCH, takes the tea in her trembling 
hands. She lifts her head slowly to reveal a split, stitched 
lip, heavy bruising across her face and one eye completely 
puffed closed.

The Female Councillor kneels next to her and pats her arm.

ANTHONY FERRIS-BLYTHE (CONT'D)
Let’s erm... Please.. are you okay 
to...

LANDLORD FRANK (CONT'D)

20.
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KIRSTY FINCH
(sucking up composure)

Yeah, sorry.

She takes a deep breath and sips some tea.

KIRSTY FINCH (CONT'D)
He’s not a bad bloke. It’s just the 
drugs... and those fucking scumbag 
mates of his he can‘t seem to shake 
off. There’s hardly any work out of 
season... not for his kind. It’s 
not his fault. It’s mine probably. 
I’ve got a bit of a mouth on me and 
we need stuff. And I tell him so. 
Fighting with him over the bank 
card on big week so he doesn’t 
spunk all the tax credits on weed. 
The babies need. We need. All the 
fucking time. If it’s not the 
formula, its the gripe water, 
nappies, gas, electric, bloody 
fucking baby wipes and a million 
other things.

CUT TO:

INT. CLACTON TOWN HALL - MEETING ROOM - SIMULTANIOUSLY

Through a mirrored glass window Sally Harding and Rob Ellis 
observe the interview.

KIRSTY FINCH
He does what he can. Works the 
waltzers in the summer, couple of 
hours here and there on the 
muzzies. 

The female Councillor takes out a camera.

FEMALE COUNCILLOR
Do you mind?

Kirsty nods and shrugs, scraping her hair back and pulling it 
into a ponytail. We now see the full impact of her terrible 
injuries. The female councillor begins taking photos of her 
face.

KIRSTY FINCH
He’s even went out on the trawlers, 
once. (laughs) Made him sick as a 
pig but he did it anyway. 

(MORE)
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KIRSTY FINCH (CONT'D)

22.

You know (beat) the mackerel boats 
off Walton. He’s not bad. He’s not. 
It’s just... where‘s the 
opportunities. So he serves up. Not 
the heavy shit. Just the weed, 
spice... pills and all that. And 
then the bloody dickhead uses more 
than he sells.

She begins sobbing again.

KIRSTY FINCH (CONT'D)
But there’s no excuse for rape. You 
don’t rape someone’s missus and 
beat them half to death to clear a 
debt. Who does that?

Her voice trails off to a sobbing whimper.

KIRSTY FINCH (CONT'D)
Who does that?

CUT TO:

EXT. BEHIND THE TOWN HALL - CAR PARK

Sally and Rob stands with Anthony Ferris-Blythe, next to his 
fancy official car. We observe from a distance, spying on 
them. They watch as the Female Councillor leads the rape 
victim from a rear door. Her face and head are covered by a 
blanket as she hobbles painfully towards the car.

She is placed in the back seat and the female councillor sits 
next to her in the back.

The old man clasps arms (like an ancient Celtic greeting) 
with Sally and Rob. He climbs into the car and pulls a letter 
from his breast pocket. The car window lowers and he passes 
an envelope to Rob. C/U of a red wax seal. He nods to them 
and slowly drives away. 

CUT TO:

EXT. BEHIND THE TOWN HALL - CAR PARK - BUSHES

Behind a line of trees, Tommy Feerman crouches and observes 
the duo. A dog sits silently by his side. 

CUT BACK:

KIRSTY FINCH (CONT'D)
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EXT. BEHIND THE TOWN HALL - CAR PARK

Rob pockets the envelope. He and Sally walk away across the 
dimly lit carpark.

FADE OUT.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED READING. ‘DB’

To request the full script and production pack please get in 
touch.

Dominic Beresford-Morgan 

db@faith-movie.co.uk

(C) Faith Movie Ltd

All rights reserved

www.faith-movie.co.uk
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